Are you shipping a substance that may contain pathogens?

No

The substance is not subject to DOT or IATA regulations

Yes

Are you shipping a patient specimen unlikely to contain pathogens?

Yes

Ship as Patient Specimen

No

Is it an infectious substance that is capable of causing permanent disability, life-threatening or fatal disease in humans or animals?

Yes

This is a Category A Infectious Substance. If human pathogen ship under UN2814. If animal pathogen, ship under UN2900

No

This is a Category B Infectious Substance. Ship under UN3373.

rDNA: Genetically modified organisms that are not infectious but can alter animals, plants or microorganisms in a way that is not normally the result of natural reproduction are considered a miscellaneous hazards (Class 9) and are shipped under UN3245. If infectious they are assigned to UN2814, UN2900 or UN3373.